Franklin Fueling Systems

Fuel Management

Most in-field experience.

The Total System Solution

The Industry’s Most Comprehensive Product Offering

Franklin Fueling Systems, a wholly owned subsidiary of Franklin Electric, was founded as FE Petro in 1988. Driven by the spirit of innovation, FE Petro introduced industry leading-edge equipment from highly robust product lines. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Submersible Pump Controllers deliver the most comprehensive system packages, comprised of submersible pump controllers, variable frequency controllers, bring fault detection and intelligence to STPs. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Turbine Submersible Pumping Systems: Advanced technologies, including our intelligent controllers and variable frequency controllers, bring fault detection and intelligence to STPs.

Fuel Management Systems

• Tank gauge consoles
• Sensors
• External alarms
• Optic control overfill protection system

Dispensing Systems

• API bottom loading adapters
• Gravity drop adapters
• Optic control overfill protection system
• 4 day shipping lead-time
• One point of contact for customer and technical service
• Complimentary remote fuel management service, GetConnected AnyWare™
• Extended warranty on all products

Piping & Containment

• XP flexible pipework & fittings
• Termination fittings
• Fiberglass or polyethylene tank & piping

Transport

• Fixed Speed (2 hp, 1.5 hp, 1/3 hp, 3/4 hp)
• High capacity
• 4 day shipping lead-time
• One point of contact for customer and technical service
• Complimentary remote fuel management service, GetConnected AnyWare™
• Extended warranty on all products

Service Station Hardware

• Flexible connectors
• Fuel dispensers
• Overfill prevention valves
• Shear valves
• Overfills & anti-pumping

Innovative Technology

• Dual’s Auto-Learn™ technology provides easy setup, simple installation and high accuracy for tank gauges.
• Pump Interface (TPI) capabilities make controllers even more powerful when paired with Franklin’s fuel frequency controllers, bring fault detection and intelligence to STPs.

Petro Friendly

• UL approved for ethanol content

Franklin Electric

• 1988 Founded as FE Petro
• 2000 Acquisition of EBW, Inc.
• 2002 Acquisition of FLEX-ING
• 2004 Acquisition of APT, Inc.
• 2006 Acquisition of INCON, Healy Systems, and PetroTechnik
• 2010 Acquisition of Fuel Systems Technologies LLC

What Sets Us Apart

Consider the following benefits, only offered to Franklin Fueling Systems:

• State-of-the-art technology
• Industry leading system packages
• Innovative technology
• Franklin Electric
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Dispensing Systems

Franklin Fueling Systems offers one of the largest installation populations, highest flow rates and most in-field experience. The largest range of Biofuel Compatible System Components ensures you have the flexibility to meet any scenario.

Products Include:
- AUTO-Learn™ technology
- Variable length pumps
- Mag Shell pump
- Stage I EVR system
- Submersible pumps

Benefits
- Access to a wide range of products
- Compatibility with evolving fuel needs
- Large breadth of products

Your Biofuel Solution

Franklin Fueling Systems offers a robust supply of biofuel compatible system components. With one of the industry’s widest arrays of products, the diversified product line provides a wide array of applications. The diversified product line provides reliable, efficient and user-friendly vapor recovery equipment for a variety of applications. Franklin Fueling Systems provides unparalleled simplicity in placing one order, having one point of contact, and leak detectors provide the total solution for safely and leak detection monitoring are made easy for every user interface.

Fuel Management Systems

Franklin Fueling Systems provides unparalleled simplicity in placing one order, having one point of contact, and leak detectors provide the total solution for safely and leak detection monitoring are made easy for every user interface.

Products Include:
- Tank gauge consoles
- Probes
- Sensors
- External alarms

Benefits
- Total System Control
- Compliance, inventory management
- Complete line of cutting edge tank gauge consoles
- Management Systems the industry’s premier brand for products include:
  - Tank gauge consoles
  - Probes
  - Sensors
  - External alarms
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Dispensing Systems
Submersible Pumping Systems
Transport Systems

Fuel Management

What Sets Us Apart
Consider the following benefits, only offered to Franklin Fueling Systems.

• Submersible Pump Controllers
• Submersible turbine pumps
• Spill containers
• Sight glasses • Break away valves
• Nozzles • Hoses & hose accessories
• Adapter/connector hardware products provide a wide range of connection options.

Franklin Electric

Franklin Fueling Systems provides pipework solutions for diverse site installations to meet system specific needs.

Franklin Fueling Systems was founded as FE Petro in 1988. Driven by the spirit of innovation, FE Petro introduced industry leading product lines for fueling applications worldwide.

Piping and Containment Systems
Franklin Fueling Systems is able to provide piping solutions for diverse site installations to meet system specific needs. Whether you are looking for pipe or fittings in electrofusion welded semi-rigid pipework & fittings, XP flexible pipework & fittings, or manholes, Franklin Fueling Systems provides what you need to complete your piping installation.

Piping & Containment

Franklin Fueling Systems is able to provide piping solutions for diverse site installations to meet system specific needs. Whether you are looking for pipe or fittings in electrofusion welded semi-rigid pipework & fittings, XP flexible pipework & fittings, or manholes, Franklin Fueling Systems provides what you need to complete your piping installation.

The Total System Solution

Franklin Fueling Systems has a vast product offering and can deliver the most comprehensive system packages, comprised of Submersible Pump Controllers, Submersible Pumping Systems, Dispensing Systems, Piping & Containment Systems, and Service Station Hardware. Each installation is tailored to meet the needs of the customer. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Total System Solution offers the best product offering from the industry’s leader in total systems solutions.

Benefits include:
• One point of contact for customer and technical service
• Complimentary remote fuel management service, GetConnected AnyWareTM
• Extended warranty on all products
• Premium discount added onto entire order
• Track shipments • Follow your order from placement to arrival

Self Service Center
• After one order from placement to arrival
• Track shipments • Follow your order from placement to arrival
• Self-Service Center • Help you keep track of every aspect of your business anytime, 24/7:

TechLAB – Franklin Fueling Systems online technical services storehouse

Contract and supplier agreements allow Franklin Fueling Systems to provide the best products, prices, and service.

One Order, Multiple Benefits
Get the most comprehensive product offering from the industry’s leader in total systems solutions.

Front line support is available to answer your questions. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Technical Support team is available 24/7.

TechLAB – Franklin Fueling Systems online technical services storehouse

Get the most comprehensive product offering from the industry’s leader in total systems solutions.
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Dispensing Systems

As the industry’s leading Stage II vapor recovery system, the HEAVY-Duty Dispensing Systems product offering consists of a diverse line of products designed to provide complete equipment solutions for a wide array of applications. The diversified product offering provides reliable, efficient and user-friendly vapor recovery equipment for a global market.

Dispensing Systems

Fuel Management Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems offers the most sophisticated fuel management system tank gauges. Pump Interface (TPI) capabilities make controllers even more powerful when paired with Franklin’s fuel frequency controllers, bringing fault detection and intelligence to STPs. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Turbine Pumping Systems are designed for the highest efficiency and reliability. A complete line of cutting edge tank gauge consoles and sensors are available, including tank gauge consoles, sensors, external alarms, remote monitoring services and fuel management systems. Franklin Fueling Systems is the industry’s premier brand for fuel management systems.

Products Include:

• Tank gauge consoles
• Sensors
• External alarms
• Remote monitoring services
• Fuel management systems

With industry leading fuel dispensing rates, premium efficiency and unmatched reliability, FE Petro brand Submersible Pumping Systems are known throughout the world as the industry’s preferred fueling systems. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Submersible Pumping Systems are designed to provide an efficient fueling capability for all fueling markets. High capacity pumps and leak detection provide the total solution for safely pumping fuel from the tank to the dispenser.

Products Include:

• Submersible turbine pumps
• Variable speed
• Fixed Speed (2 hp, 1.5 hp, 1/3 hp, 3/4 hp)
• Fixed and variable length
• High capacity
• Controllers
• Mechanical leak detection

Stage I EVR system compatible with E85 and UL approved for ethanol content

Franklin Fueling Systems is a leader in the development and manufacture of underground fueling systems. A diverse line of tank gauging consoles, sensors and leak detection monitoring are made easy for every fuel manager. Franklin Fueling Systems offers a robust supply of biofuel compatible equipment and a wide range of system components ensuring compatibility with evolving fuel needs while the large breadth of products provides the right solution for any application.

Products Include:

• Shear valves
• Sump containers
• Overfill prevention valves
• Selector valves
• RF-coax and adapters
• Reader connectors

A complete line of cutting-edge tank gauge consoles and state-of-the-art leak detection make FE Petro brand Fuel Management Systems the industry’s preferred fueling systems. Compliance, inventory management and leak detection monitoring are made easy for every user with the industry’s most intuitive tank gauge user interface.

Products Include:

• Tank gauge consoles
• Sensors
• External alarms
• Remote monitoring services

The Total System Solution

Franklin Fueling Systems has a vast product offering and can deliver the most comprehensive system packages, comprised of leading-edge equipment from highly robust product lines.

Piping & Containment Systems

Piping & Containment Systems consists of the industry’s most comprehensive line of underground and aboveground containment products including pipe, fittings, sumps and boots. Franklin Fueling Systems provides a wide range of options for diverse site needs including TrenchSafe pipe and Off-Wall-Safe pipe, wherein you require product for vertical or horizontal installations. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Piping & Containment Systems has the solution to fit any scenario.

Products Include:

• Electrofusion welded semi-rigid piping & fittings
• Pipe, sumps & boots
• Ducting
• Entry boots
• Termination fittings
• Rigid or polyethylene tank & dispenser sumps

With a wide range of biofuel compatible system components ensuring compatibility with evolving fuel needs while the large breadth of products provides the right solution for any application.

Products Include:

• API bottom loading adapters
• Overfill prevention valves
• Nozzles • Hoses & hose accessories

Franklin Fueling Systems is a leader in the development and manufacture of underground fueling systems. A diverse line of tank gauging consoles, sensors and leak detection monitoring are made easy for every fuel manager. Franklin Fueling Systems offers a robust supply of biofuel compatible equipment and a wide range of system components ensuring compatibility with evolving fuel needs while the large breadth of products provides the right solution for any application.
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• Reader connectors

A complete line of cutting-edge tank gauge consoles and state-of-the-art leak detection make FE Petro brand Fuel Management Systems the industry’s preferred fueling systems. Compliance, inventory management and leak detection monitoring are made easy for every user with the industry’s most intuitive tank gauge user interface.

Products Include:

• Tank gauge consoles
• Sensors
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The Total System Solution

Franklin Fueling Systems has a vast product offering and can deliver the most comprehensive system packages, comprised of leading-edge equipment from highly robust product lines.
Piping & Containment Systems
- XP flexible pipe
- XP semi-rigid electrofusion weld pipe
- XP pipe fittings and test boots
- Flexible entry boots
- Polyethylene and fiberglass dispenser sumps
- Polyethylene and fiberglass tank sumps

Fuel Management Systems
- Liquid dispenser or tank sump sensors
- Discriminating dispenser or tank sump sensors (also interstitial tank sensors – not pictured)
- Leak detection and inventory control probes
- Noft kit for all common applications including LPG and chemical
- Probe installation kit
- Electronic line leak detection
- Complete line of fuel management system tank gauges
- Web access to ATGs and remote monitoring software and services

Submersible Pumping Systems
- Submersible turbine pumps
  - Variable speed submersible pumps
  - Fixed speed submersible pumps (1 hp, 1.5 hp, 2 hp)
  - Double speed submersible pumps (1 hp, 2 hp)
- Mechanical seal detection (SLD pictured)
- Dispenser head solution controller
- Single-phase control box
- Single-phase smart controller
- MagVFC™ variable frequency controller

Dispensing Systems
- Swivel and in-line breakaways
- Inverted coaxial hoses
- Vapor recovery nozzles
- Dispenser-mounted and central vacuum pumps

Service Station Hardware
- Product shear valves
- Vapor shear valves
- Defender Select™ single and double wall vapor spill containers without drain (mechanical or sensor monitored)
- Defender Select™ single and double wall vapor spill containers with drain (mechanical or sensor monitored)
- Monitoring well manholes
- Manways
- Multiport tank sumps
- Multiport manholes
- AutoShut™ overfill prevention valves
- Vapor recovery caps
- Vapor recovery swivel adapter
- Fill caps
- Fill valve adapter
- Snap fit pipes
- Tank bottom protectors
- Structural vents
- Safety valve breakaways
- Flexible connector

Franklin Fueling Systems also offers a complete line of hardware for aboveground applications including anti-siphon valves, pressure vacuum vents, spill containers and overfill prevention valves as well as a complete line of transport systems hardware.

Franklin Fueling Systems has a vast product offering and can deliver the most comprehensive system packages, comprised of leading-edge equipment from highly robust product lines.

Technical Support: 608-838-8786
Franklin Fueling Systems offers the most sophisticated fuel management system available. Consider the following benefits, only offered by Franklin Fueling Systems:

- Downstream performance optimization
- Improved asset utilization and productivity
- Enhanced retail customer experience
- Improved compliance and regulatory oversight
- Increased revenue and profitability
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